The State of Equal Pay in the 21st Century. 1
by Wendi S. Lazar and Kerry C. Herman2
Gender Pay Equity, Then and Now.
It’s been nearly fifty-six years since the federal Equal Pay Act (the “EPA”) passed Congress
barring pay inequity based on sex,3 and New York’s state cognate, the New York State Equal Pay
Act (the “NYS EPA”) just celebrated its fifty-second anniversary.4 Since the passage of these
laws, the gap between a man’s earnings and those of a woman has diminished considerably. For
example, in 1964, shortly after the EPA went into effect, women earned 59 cents to every dollar
earned by men.5 In 2017, the gap had narrowed to 80.5 cents to every dollar.6 As of 2015, the
state of New York leads the nation with the smallest wage gap: women earned 89% of men’s fulltime earnings.7 These disparities deepen when race and ethnicity are taken into account.8
However laudable these accomplishments may be, economists are quick to acknowledge a notable
trend: the wage gap is diminishing at a much slower rate than the initial decades after equal pay
legislation was first enacted.9 In the five decades since equal pay became the law of the land,
women entered every echelon of the American workforce. Despite women obtaining college and
graduate degrees at higher rates than men,10 men continue to earn higher wages than women in
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professional occupations,11 and studies show that the gender pay gap is greater for women with a
college degree than for those without.12
There are a variety of explanations for the gender pay gap. Chief among them is the fact that
women continue to bear primary responsibilities for child-rearing and homemaking in our society,
which results in fewer working hours than men and reduced opportunities for promotion.13
Another consideration is that women work in industries that are paid less than those dominated by
men.14 Although these factors bear some relation to systemic gender discrimination, they are not
easily addressed by the framework of equal pay laws, which have a limited inquiry and no
affirmative accommodation requirements. However, policymakers and employers have attempted
to narrow the divide through efforts such as increasing the availability of paternity leave and
creating more flexible work schedules. These efforts are commendable, but they may not be
enough. Even adjusting the statistics to consider these non-discriminatory factors, economists
project that the earnings ratio is still 92%, which means that women are still paid less than men for
the same work for no other reason than their gender.15 Gender discrimination in all its forms,
including pregnancy discrimination, failure to promote and even sexual harassment and bullying
effect the pay gap and result in women earning less.
Challenges with the Existing Legal Framework.
Legislators and activists alike have been hard-pressed to address the persisting disparity. After
fifty years of use, the existing discriminatory pay laws appear unable to remedy the remaining
discriminatory wage differential. In large part, this is the result of a legal framework which
presents substantial hurdles to women pursuing claims of pay discrimination.
In order to prevail on an equal pay claim under the EPA, a plaintiff need not show that the
inequitable compensation was driven by intentional discrimination.16 However, she must
11
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demonstrate that she was paid a lower wage for the “equal work” performed within any
“establishment” as her male peers.17 This presents a significant hurdle for litigants: the requirement
to show an appropriate male comparator.18
To begin with, the term “establishment” has been narrowly defined as a distinct, “physically
separate” place of business—not an enterprise, which may comprise multiple establishments.19 As
such, a woman providing services at her employer’s location in one city may not use as her
comparator a male peer doing the same work in another.20
Even more demanding is the standard of “equal work” which entails a demonstration that a
comparator’s job required “equal skill, effort and responsibility.”21 “Skill” concerns “such factors
as experience, training education and ability;”22 “effort” concerns “the physical or mental exertion
needed for the performance of the job;”23 and “responsibility” concerns “the degree of
accountability required in the performance of the job, with emphasis on the importance of a job
obligation.”24 Demonstrating such a high degree of similarity between work performed presents
a challenge to plaintiffs, particularly for higher level executives and professionals, whose job
responsibilities and duties are more particularized on a peer-to-peer level.25
Finally, even when a plaintiff can demonstrate pay inequity with an appropriate male comparator,
she will have failed to prove a prima facie case if there exists another male comparator whose pay
was less than her total compensation.26 This leaves the equal-pay litigant with the daunting task
of defining the universe of comparators just so without the prior knowledge of what those
comparators truly make, all at the great cost and effort of bringing such litigation to begin with.
Once a plaintiff has established that she does not receive the same pay for the same work, an
employer may nonetheless evade liability if it can demonstrate one of four affirmative defenses:
that the disparity was the result of (a) a seniority system, (b) a merit system, (c) a system which
measures earnings by quantity or quality of production, or (d) any factor other than sex.27 In some
17
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circuits, to qualify for this last, catch-all defense, an employer need only show that the factor was
gender-neutral and consistently applied.28 In others, employers must also demonstrate that the
factor served a legitimate business purpose that was related to the job at issue.29 As a result,
employers in some jurisdictions may lawfully pay greater wages based on an employee’s prior
salary, status as primary breadwinner, or due to market forces—all policies which have a disparate
impact on female workers.30
Because the EPA was codified as an amendment to the Fair Labor Standards Act (“FLSA”), its
remedies and procedures are limited to those available under the FLSA.31 These vary greatly from
those enacted by Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, as amended (“Title VII”), the law which
prohibits discrimination in employment, generally.32 Under the EPA, remedies are limited to back
pay, pay raises to the level of the opposite-sex counterpart, and, in the case of an intentional
violation, 100% liquidated damages.33 With such limited exposure, employers have little incentive
to remedy pay inequities. In contrast, Title VII allows for recoupment of compensatory and
punitive damages, in addition to lost wages.34 Likewise, the FLSA, and by extension the EPA,
limits plaintiffs in bringing collective actions to seek class-wide relief.35 Unlike class actions
which require an opt-out mechanism for potential plaintiffs, collective actions require all potential
class members to affirmatively elect to join the class.36 This significantly diminishes any leverage
that might be gained by seeking class-wide relief of the already-limited damages, given potential
plaintiffs—particularly those who are still employed by the defendant—are hesitant to
affirmatively join such an action.
In some material respects, the New York EPA tracked the language of its federal predecessor: the
prima facie case required a showing of a pay differential where the plaintiff was performing “equal
work” in the same establishment as a male comparator. The state law also incorporated the federal
EPA’s affirmative defenses, such that a pay differential could legitimately be based on a seniority
system, a merit system, a system which measures earnings by quality or quantity, or any other
factor other than sex.37 However, the New York EPA allows for class actions, not collective
28
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actions.38 And while the New York EPA allows only for recovery of back pay and liquidated
damages,39 plaintiffs may recover over a substantially greater period—six years, in comparison to
the EPA’s two.40

Recent Developments in Gender Pay Equity Laws.
In the past several years, legislators and rule-makers on the federal, state and city level have put
into place laws and regulations aimed at improving the existing equal pay laws. These
amendments address at least three major hurdles women have had to overcome in bringing these
claims under prior laws. The first sets less exacting legal standards for plaintiffs and more rigorous
requirements for defendants, in the hopes that plaintiffs seeking to prove inequality under the law
may prevail. The second aims to increase pay transparency in the hopes that increased access to
pay information will allow both employees and employers to determine the fair value of work
performed. The third is aimed at preventing the systemic discrimination that results in a pay
decision that is based on a “prior salary.”
Congress has tried and failed to address the legal complications of the EPA through the oft-debated
though never passed Paycheck Fairness Act.41 However, House Speaker Pelosi and Democratic
lawmakers reintroduced a bill in January 2019 to enact the act which would add protections under
the EPA and FLSA.42 Specifically, the act would ban salary secrecy, increase penalties for
employers who retaliate against workers who share wage information, allow workers to sue for
damages of pay discrimination and provide more training for employers on collecting pay gap
information and eliminating pay disparities. In the interim, states—including New York—have
passed more robust equal pay laws that provide more tools for plaintiffs to challenge pay
inequity.43 Amendments to the state equal pay laws in New York and Maryland have broadened
the definition of “establishment” to include an employer’s location in a single county,44 whereas
changes to the California law have eliminated the “same establishment” requirement entirely.45 In
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California, plaintiffs’ burden has been limited to demonstrating “substantially similar work,”46
whereas in Massachusetts the new standard is “comparable work,”47 and in Maryland one must
demonstrate “work of a comparable character or work in the same operation, in the same business
or the same type.”48 However, New York’s revised statute retains the “equal work” standard,
which continues to prove a significant hurdle to plaintiffs seeking remedies for pay
discrimination.49 Under the amended equal pay laws in New York, California and Maryland,
employers can no longer rely upon the “any factor other than sex” catch-all but rather must
demonstrate that the “bona fide” factor was both job-related and consistent with business and
necessity,50 and, in California and Maryland, that the factor accounts for the entire differential in
pay.51 In New York and California, a plaintiff can still prevail against the “bona fide factor other
than sex” defense if she can identify an alternative practice which would not result in the genderbased pay disparity.52 The Massachusetts legislature has eliminated the catch-all defense entirely
and instead has added three additional defenses to the previously enumerated: geographic location;
education, training or experiences that are reasonably related to the particular job; and travel, if it
is a necessary condition of the position.53 In an effort to make equal pay litigation more feasible,
the New York amendment increased liquidated damages due to gender-based pay disparity
threefold.54 In order to address pay disparities related to race or ethnicity, California has opened
up its Fair Pay Act protections to those protected classes.55
In addition to making equal pay claims more viable, legislative efforts have focused on another
tool towards pay equity: transparency. Each of the state laws implementing these efforts provide
more robust protections for employees who openly discuss or disclose pay-related information in
the workplace.56 Such open discourse will allow employees to be more aware of whether they are
being paid unfairly, which may spur women’s advocacy, through formal or informal means.
In a similar vein, the EEOC has revised its EEO-1 reporting form to include disclosure of pay data
starting with the 2017 report.57 The EEO-1 Form must be submitted by private employers with 100
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or more employees and federal contractors and subcontractors with more than 50 employees. The
revised form will require employers to place employees in “pay bands” that are based on each
employee’s W-2-reported income and identify each employee’s race, ethnicity, gender and job
category (e.g. senior executives, professionals, technicians, laborers).58 Employers will also be
required to report the aggregate hours worked by each employee.59 The White House Office of
Management and Budget (OMB) stayed the effectiveness of this initiative in 2017 in order to
review the appropriateness of the revisions under the Paperwork Reduction Act (PRA).60 However,
in March of 2019, a federal district court judge put the EEO-1 pay data collection requirements
back in effect.61 This information will be a useful device in determining whether employers are
inequitably making pay decisions based on gender and may also help employers identify
inequitable treatment.
Many states and local legislatures are going one step further by prohibiting employers from asking
applicants about their earnings at prior places of employment. With the goal of preventing current
or previous pay inequality from following women, minorities and other historically underpaid
workers through their career, approximately thirteen states/territories have or will enact some kind
of ban on employers inquiring about an applicant’s former salary by the end of 2019.62 However,
some states have been resistant to such regulations and have actually proposed laws to prohibit
municipalities from enacting “salary ban” laws, citing the need for uniformity and the difficulty
employers may have in navigating different laws imposed by federal, state, and now local laws.
Such efforts to prohibit salary history bans have failed in Minnesota, Washington, and Mississippi,
but effectively passed in Michigan and Wisconsin.63 However, the ban on salary history inquiries
was also struck down by the Eastern District of Philadelphia in 2018, holding that the inquiry
constitutes commercial speech and that the ban violated the First Amendment.64 The court held
that the City only put forth generic evidence that women and minorities tend to receive lower
salaries than white males, but failed to show how inquiring about salary histories led to this
disparity or that this new ban would alleviate that disparity to a significant degree.65 However, the
58
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court ruled that applicants’ salary history could not be used to determine future pay if it exposed
salary discrepancies between employees with similar experience and responsibilities.66 Although
the negative outcome the law sought to prevent remains illegal, the fact that employers are allowed
access to employees’ salary history during the hiring process, combined with a heightened
awareness of the gender wage gap, now places a heavier burden on employers to be able to show
specific reasons for differences in compensation between employees with similar backgrounds
performing similar duties.67 As a result, more employers are shifting away from using asking about
salary history in the recruitment and hiring process, including Amazon, Bank of America and
Wells Fargo.68

Company Initiatives to Close the Pay Gap.
Due to pressure from politicians, regulators and activists, many major consumer goods and
technology corporations are attempting to become more transparent with their pay practices and
are trying to make real change toward addressing the gender pay gap. In fact, some large employers
claim to have “closed the gap” through implementing new policies and conducting internal audits:
•

•

In March of 2018, Starbucks announced their achievement of 100% equal pay across races
and genders for their US workers. To achieve pay parity, Starbucks implemented a variety
of new policies, it: (1) prohibited discrimination or retaliation against employees who
talked about salary; (2) banned asking about applicant’s previous pay histories; (3)
removed any caps on promotional increases; (4) made a pay calculator accessible to
employees that included standards on pay calculation methods; (5) annually reported
progress on the company’s efforts to close the pay gap; and (6) proactively discussed any
unexplained differences in pay between men and women in similar jobs.69
In October of 2018, Adobe announced that men and women employees are now paid
roughly the same amount for the same job, within the same geographic location, in nearly
40 counties where it operates. Adobe recognized the need to close the pay gap after
conducting internal audits. To do this, the company claimed it: (1) increased educational
programs for girls; (2) banned asking questions about prior salaries; (3) improved its family
leave policies, especially in locations such as India, where women are socially expected to
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•

•

be the primary care-taker of children; and (4) involved top executives in the campaign to
eliminate pay disparity.70
In response Saleforce’s head of human resources identifying a pay disparity among
employees in 2015, Salesforce conducted an internal audit of every division to compare
male and female salaries and then adjusted women’s salaries to be equal to men. The CEO
also adopted a policy that he will not hold a meeting unless 30% of the people present are
women.71
In response to an informal survey circulated by women employees examining disparities
in pay and advancement, Nike decided to overhaul its compensation practices after
conducting an internal review in 2017. With respect to incentive compensation, Nike is
moving away from team and individual performance metrics and is now using companywide performance metrics. Further, approximately 10% of Nike employees, both men and
women, received adjustments to their pay to ensure equal and competitive compensation
for the same job functions around the world.72

Further, there are reports that Apple closed the pay gap in North America and are now planning to
do the same worldwide, analyzing compensation, bonuses, and stock grants of its global workforce
to determine if there is a gender or diversity wage gap between employees in similar positions.73
This trend continues as Ajurna Capital, an activist investor group, puts pressure on the world’s
largest banks and technology companies to close the pay gap. Through shareholder proposals, the
activist investor group requests the issuance of detailed reports on the pay gap between male and
female employees at these companies. As a result, in 2018, six leading US Banks—Bank of
America, Mastercard, American Express, JPMorgan, Wells Fargo, and Citi—publicly disclosed
the efforts they were making to close the pay gap.74 Beginning in 2019, the group is planning to
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target large technology companies, including Facebook and Amazon, by issuing shareholder
proposals aimed at identifying and resolving the companies’ pay gaps. 75
Despite this trend, a recent study suggests that the most common approaches companies use to
identify and resolve the pay gap (hiring outside pay consultants, conducting internal reviews,
across the board increases for women and minorities, etc.) might fail or cause other problems,
including corruption of incentives, new legal liabilities, and modified pay determination indicators
that end up having a status quo effect on the salaries of women. Instead, the investigators suggest
a long term approach where companies establish a list of defined priorities around closing the
gender pay gap and then convert them into quantitative goals in a raise allocation process – creating
a constrained optimization problem that can be resolved mathematically.76

White Collar and Professional Pay Gap.
In May of 2016, the Wall Street Journal reported that women who work in highly skilled whitecollar jobs actually fare worse than those in blue-collar jobs and the legislative remedies are
unlikely to cure this gap.77 They found that professions such as medicine, finance, and other
professions, where long hours, risk-taking, and job-hopping are rewarded have the widest gap.78
Relying on Census Bureau data from the years 2010 through 2014, the WSJ reported that women
with bachelor’s degrees or higher earned 76% of the compensation earned by their male peers and
women with less than a high school diploma working full time earned 79% of the compensation
earned by their male peers.79 For top-tier women, some economists say, that men taking paternity
leave, more flexible schedules, and creating positions that are interchangeable and not dependent
on long hours could make a difference.80
Similarly, in the legal profession, women are paid less than their male colleagues at every level of
practice and the disparity worsens at contract and equity partner levels.81 Whether, because of
gender discrimination, family leave and part time issues, or the failure of proper metrics,
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disbursements of credit, non-billable work, or mentor and sponsorship programs to assist women
in their climb up the ranks of law firms, the result is that fewer women lawyers are in leadership
positions and at the top ranks at firms and are paid less.
In addition, women who are not rewarded are leaving law firms for corporations as in-house
lawyers or leaving the profession entirely.82 But the women who remain in the profession, as
published by the ABA Commission on Women in the Profession, are increasingly found in high
profile roles in the judiciary, Fortune 500 Corporations and law schools.83 Accordingly, when
private firms cannot compete with these other institutions, they will need to change their pay
systems or lose the talent and maybe even their female clients who want to be represented by
female and diverse lawyers.
In numerous studies including the ABA’s Closing the Gap reports, origination credit is often at the
heart of the pay gap problem.84 Often, women are not given credit for new clients they cultivate
and fewer women receive split credit on matters. In addition, women are pressured to service other
partners rather than initiate their own matters.85 Finally, since 2016, a number of lawsuits and
other administrative challenges over pay equity have exposed these discriminatory practices at
large law firms.86 With liabilities increasing, firms, large and small will be forced develop new
metrics and overall strategies and initiatives to level the playing field.
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The Role of Unconscious Bias.
The greatest difference between the gender pay gap of 1963 and that of today is the underlying
rationale for the disparity. It’s no longer commonplace for employers to intentionally pay a woman
less, simply because of her gender. Rather, pay inequity stems from the metrics that we use to
determine success and their inherent biases. Taking the law firm example, female attorneys are
less often privy to client exposure—a critical component of advancement and, ultimately,
compensation.87 Similarly, women are often excluded from informal mentorship opportunities,
which deprive them of inheriting valuable books of business.88 Outside of the law firm context,
studies have shown that women executives are perceived negatively when they demonstrate
stereotypically male traits. For example, a female CEO who talks disproportionately longer at a
meeting than her male counterparts is seen as less competent and less suitable for leadership than
a male CEO.89 Such perceptions affect compensation decisions when companies employ
evaluation metrics, such as a 360 review process, that are wrought with opportunity for such biases
to intercede. It’s no surprise that 360 review processes and their ilk systematically undervalue the
performance of women and subsequently affect their compensation.90 Ideally, the amended laws
and regulations regarding pay equity may provide a greater opportunity for plaintiffs to challenge
such disparity. At minimum, one hopes they continue to invite employers’ introspection about
how such ingrained gender stereotypes ultimately lead to disparate compensation schemes with
their companies.
Conclusion.
It will take meaningful change in the structure of companies, businesses, industry and professional
organizations to end the gender pay gap across different levels of employees. However, the
companies that lead with flexibility, diversity and thoughtful talent recruitment will benefit. The
statutory legal frameworks will likely help diminish the gaps where comparative work is an issue
but will not change the condition of women professionals without altering other major policy,
performance and compensation practices that affect women disparately and are at the heart of
discrimination. Finally, flexibility and other workplace initiatives must succeed if women and men
are to succeed in the workplace.
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